
Call for Conference Papers, Speakers and Participants 

The Green Economics Institute 

 
Celebration Invitation 

 

10th  Anniversary, 
 10

th
 Annual Green Economics Institute,  

Green Economics, 4 Day Conference,  
to be held at Trinity College,  University of Oxford 

March 22
nd

 - 25
th

  2015 

Rebalancing and Reforming  Finance, Banking, 
Economics and the Economy 

To halt the rolling Tide of Climate Change, Halt the Mass Extinction of Species, Prevent 
Poverty and create an inclusive future looking economy for the benefit of  all the worlds 
people, nature, other species and the planet. 

To challenge the narrow scope, core  and assumptions of mainstream economics 
and use holistic, inclusive and interdisciplinary explanations, instruments, and 
tools. 

      To reform mainstream and neo classical economics to provide equal access for all, 
whilst providing academic rigour of the highest standards in terms of new thinking in phi-
losophy, methodology and ontology for economics. (Tony Lawson Cambridge University 
Economics tutor and writer believes we are leading change by example in this respect.) 

     To found an inclusive, and progressive economics discipline based equally on 
environmental and social justice and on diversity which comfortably includes data 
and learning from other disciplines. We have managed to do this in the first 10 
years of the Institute. 

      We  return to the fundamentals, basing economics on oikia, which means household or 
estate management. Indeed, the Earth is the household on which we all depend. 



     The four pillars of Green Economics, in a framework of social and moral underpinning:   
Policymaking, Campaigning, Business, Academic 

Challenges we face ahead:  The world is undergoing social and environmental change 
and a global shift in power. Wealth is accumulating in fewer hands. Democracy is under 
threat. Globalisation has led to production being mainly in sweatshops in the East. The 
European Economy has been hollowed out. 

The Green Economics Institute is an independent, international, networking body, 
working on the core philosophies of economics & ecological reality. 

We are calling for papers, speakers, workshops and participants and please feel 
free to recommend other ideas. We are particularly keen to encourage new and non 

standard speakers as well as more experienced participants. Everyone is very 
welcome. 

 

Call for Papers: Invitations to write 

Publishing in our Academic Proceedings 
Committee Approval 

We are having a special academic committee for each of our publications. Please 
email us if you would like to be part of one of the committees or if you would like to 

write for the publication or to join its management or editorial committee   

 
International Journal of Green Economics 

All participants are invited to submit papers for the special academic proceedings 
we produce which are lodged with the British Library. The best are also invited to be 

published in our books and some are invited to be submitted to our double blind 
peer reviewed academic journal as well as our new Open Source Academic Journal 

for the Launch at the Conference. 
 

Publishing in our Brand new Open Source Journal 
The launch of our new Open source journals will take place at the conference- and if 

you wish to publish in them please email now to let us know. 
 

Publishing in our Members’ Magazine The Green Economist special commemorative 
issue 10th anniversary -please send in articles, photos pictures ideas for this 

 

Publishing in our books 
We are also offering to publish 2 new  collated contributed volume of speakers 

books as a direct result of the conference and the papers will need to be different to 
those in the academic journals. 

 
Call for Reports 

We are calling for Reports  on the state of the worlds Economy, climate, Equality 
and Biodiversity to be on our relaunched website which is now attracting 10,000 

visitors a week ! And well over 3 million people have visited us. Most of them in this 
present year! These reports will be published by the Green Economics Institute on 

line and in print. 
 



 

Citations 

Many of our regular participants gain at least 3 citations from the conference- 
sometimes more with relevant papers which can go into several books. If you are 
unsure please just email to ask how it works. All paid up conference participants 

will receive a Proceedings document on arrival at the conference with lots of really 
useful and topical papers and ideas, usually 300 pages to use for their work or study. 

 
Instructions 

The papers must be in .doc or open source .odt- ( all our papers and all our books 
are produced using open source IT) and must include 5 lines of your biography at 

the front and your name and contact details and the title of the piece. 
 

Please send it in as early as possible. We take papers up to 3 weeks before the 
conference but to be certain to be considered for inclusion please email us with 

your idea now and send the paper much earlier. 
 

The Green Economics Institute is now 10 years old, and will have its 3 millionth web 
visitor.  We have published 50 books and 75 Publications and had 400 students. We 

invite you to celebrate these milestones with us.   
 

Special Celebratory Event 20 years of Green Economics 
and 10 years of The Green Economics Institute 

 
 

 
We will be holding special celebratory events throughout the year in 2015. The main 
annual anniversary conference will be held for four days, from  Sunday March 22nd 
2015 at Trinity  College, The University of Oxford with a day of keynote speeches 

from high profile speakers. 
 

On Sunday 22nd March 2015 during the day time there will be more keynote 
speeches and discussions at Trinity College. 

 
This will be followed by a special dinner on Tuesday evenning  March  24th 2015 

 
 

From Sunday March 22nd  2015, we will be at  Trinity College, Oxford University,  one 



of the most attractive of colleges in the world, with stunning gardens and lovely 
buildings for 3 days of lively workshops where participants will all get a chance to 

speak, present their ideas and lead discussions should they so wish. We are 
expecting lots of speaker applications so please email us now to book a place to 

ensure you get a long enough slot for your ideas. 
 

We will be running a lecture and panel debates  with invited speakers to debate the 
issues of the day. 

 
On Tuesday and Wednesday March 24th and 25th we will be running workshops and 

speeches from all participants who wish to speak, as well as  plenary speeches 
from high profile speakers dotted throughout the whole event, at the beautiful  

Trinity College. 
 
 

On Wednesday  March 25th  the closing evening, we will have a dinner party at the 
Friends Meeting House in Oxford with a  typically English lovely walled garden from 
the 16th century which is always a favourite with our participants and where many of 

our  world class innovations have been dreamed up! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Timetable for the 10
th

 Annual Green Economics  
Celebratory  Conference at Oxford University 

Day  Venue Event 
Sunday 

 
March 
22nd 
2015   

Morning  
Trinity College, 

University of Oxford   
 
 

Call for Papers and 
Participants 

 
Registration 

information will be 
available 

at 
www.greeneconomic

s.org.uk 

and by emailing 
greeneconomicsinstit

iute@yahoo.com   

Rebalancing Economics and the Economic 
and Economy Infrastructure 

 
Welcome Speeches and Orientation 

Introductions to everyone 
Walking tour of Oxford. 

 
 

Keynote Speakers and discussions 
 

At least Two Nobel Prize winning economists 
open the conference- names to be announced 

shortly   
 

Theme today is The Reform of Economics, The 
Rebalancing of Economics- Civilisation an 

Audit of the 1st 10,000 years 

 
The main stream response and how to tackle 

the issues it cant deal with. 
Time to show Leadership for The Green 
Economics and Alternative Economics 

Communities 
 

Tackling the decent into corruption, neo 
feudalism and new medievalism 

 
 

Find out the facts about flying 
Aviation – does it have a future- ? 

Debate with a Pilot and transport specialist 
Rose Bridger.   

Sunday 
22nd 

March 
2015 

Daytime  
 
 
 

Call for Papers and 
Participants 

Keynote Speakers and discussions 
 

At least 1 Nobel Prize winning economists 
open the conference- names to be announced 

shortly 
 

Theme today is Setting the Scene in 2015 
Climate change, geo political deterioration and 
instability, The threats of climate change, the 

challenge of refugees and the knee jerk 
reaction as the predicted movement of 
desperate peoples pushed by global 

environmental change starts to accelerate. 
Refugees, benefits, poverty, free movement of 
peoples or not? Where do we stand. Escaping 

http://www.greeneconomics.org.uk/
http://www.greeneconomics.org.uk/
mailto:greeneconomicsinstitiute@yahoo.com
mailto:greeneconomicsinstitiute@yahoo.com


poverty, the shrinking one world- how we share 
the worlds resources and care for each other. 

 
The Economics of Inclusion and Access. 

Health and Healthcare 
 

Greening of Food Farming and Agriculture, 
Launch of our organics and our slow food 

project 
 

Plus workshops, role plays debates 
information and presentations about why the 
world is as it is and what we can offer to do 

about it 
 

Theme today is Green Economics and 
Progressive Economics: The First 10 years 

 

Sunday 
22nd 

March 
2015 

Evening  
 

Sponsored debate about the state of Green 
Economics and the Green Economy 

 
 

Macro, Micro, Economics, Finance, Banking:  
Trade Blocks, 

How will the worlds economy look in 2100? 
and  2200 ? 

 

   
Being arranged 

and we will advise 
participants of venue 

etc and day of 
conference when this 

dinner will be 

Special celebratory dinner 
 

Launch of our Brand New Websites, look, 
branding, and advocacy and influencing for the 

next 10 years! 
 

Green Economics Awards Presentation 
Ceremony 

Local dignitaries invited 

Monda
y 23rd 
March 
2015 

Daytime  Trinity 
College,University of 

Oxford   
 
 

Call for Papers and 
Participants 

Rebalancing the Environmental Economy 
and Infrastructure 

 
Workshops, participants, speakers 

debates discussions 
 

The Economics of the Holocene, 
Anthropocene or Ecozine? Or simply the 

Economics of Construction or Destruction? 
Of Hope or Despair? 

 
Business and Economy with Attaches and 

Ambassadors, and Chambers of Commerce   
from  countries where we are active 

 



Papers invited today on Environmental and 
Earth Sciences and Technology. Energy, 

Climate Change and Renewables 
Recycling Repair. Preparing for the COP Paris 

Conference 
 

NGOs special forum 
 
 

Monda
y  23rd 
March 
2015 

Daytime 
early 

evening   

The Norrington 
Room 

Blackwells Bookshop 
Oxford 

Book launches 

Monda
y 23rd 
March 
2015 

Evening  
 

Panel Debate with high profile Economists 
from the main stream and alternative schools 

of Economics 

Tuesda
y 

March 
24th 
2015 

Daytime Trinity College, 
University of Oxford 

one of the most 
stunningly beautiful 
colleges in the world 

 
 
 

Call for Papers and 
Participants 

Rebalancing the Economics Infrastructure 
and the Economy 

 
Formal Trust Meeting with Trustees of the 

Institute 
 
 

The Trustees of the Green Economics Institute 
Trust will present the work of the Trust to the 
participants and all the achievements of the 
Trust since it began its work on Education in 

Social and Environmental Justice. 
 

Theme today is Poverty Prevention, Social 
Justice, and the Millenium Development Goals. 
Citizens Income and other poverty prevention 
tools. How inequality impacts everyone and 
how sustainability is connected to all these 

problems. 
 

Formal AGM of the Green Economics Institute 
Launch of Members Portfolios to get much 
more involved and specific responsibilities. 

 
Formal AGM of the Academic Journal 

International Journal of Green Economics 
 

Formal Launch Meeting of our Open Source 
Journal 

 
Formal Launch of our The Green Economist 

second 10 years Editorial Board 
 
 



Country Ambassadors event from countries 
where we have been active and where we are 

producing books and Research 

Tuesda
y 24th 
March 
2015 

Evening  
A special magical 
evening back by 

popular request after 
last year 

The Typically English  
Expericence with the 
Alice in Wonderland 
Garden - experience 

the joys of the 
garden yourself. 

 

Speeches and participants debating the issues 
of the day and suggesting solutions. 

Discussions over a lovely dinner 
 

We have a special room for the event and for 
us and for  presentations with  a Biodiversity, 
Ecology, Environmental  and Natural World  

theme 

Wedne
sday 
25th 

March 
2015 

Daytime 
 

Trinity College, 
University of Oxford 

 
 
 
 

Call for Papers and 
Participants 

 
 

Registration 
Information will be 

available 
at 

www.greeneconomic
s.org.uk 

and by emailing 
greeneconomicsinstit

iute@yahoo.com   

Rebalancing the Social Economy and 
Infrastructure 

 
Workshops, debates, speeches. 

 
Economics Education with the Educational 

Attaches of countries, 
Launch 

 
What has a so called sophisticated 

economy really delivered? 
Trade, industry international business, 
corporations and global power elites, 

banking – raging inequality is getting worse- 
how do we tackle it? The largest slave trade in 

history exists today. People trafficking? 

With the Trade and Industry Attaches and 
Secretaries of the countries in which we are 

active. 
 

The Launch of the Green Economics 
Institute  In a Box for franchising out our 

overseas very active networks. 
 

How to run a Green Business : shared 
experiences 

 
Participants work in groups network to plan 

their work together going forward 
 

Workshops, discussions, next steps 
planning for a strategy for the next 10 years, 

for progressive economics, social and 
environmental justice and survivability of 

humans, nature other species and the planet 
 

http://www.greeneconomics.org.uk/
http://www.greeneconomics.org.uk/
mailto:greeneconomicsinstitiute@yahoo.com
mailto:greeneconomicsinstitiute@yahoo.com


Workshops, presentations, closing Plenary 
Keynote speeches 

 

Wedne
sday 
25th 

March 

Daytime Highlights and Major 
sites and landmarks 
in Oxford as well as 

well known haunts of 
Oxford academics 

and students 

Walking tour of Oxfords main sites with a pub 
lunch at the end 

Wedne
sday 
25th 

March 
201 

Evening  Oxford University 
with its lovely 

typically English 
ancient 16th century 
lovely walled garden 

 
 

Please book with 
Hilary Driver our 

Conferences Director 
 
 

Shared dinner, lovely food, presentations, 
discussions, conference review, students from 

the 1st 10 years of The Green Economics 
Institute, presentations, 

working groups  presentations and networking 
to plan their work together going forward and 

all previous members of The Institute are 
invited. 

 
 
 

 
 

Registration Information 

Please email The Conference Manager Hilary Driver at 
greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com or greeneconomicsevents1@yahoo.co.uk 
with your ideas or ring 07990 590463 or (0044) 7990 590463 to discuss your idea 

and/ or to participate in the conference and to request a booking form and to find 
out about accommodation and practical details for the conference 

For registration, reservations, papers, fees etc please email 

greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com    www.greeneconomics.org.uk 

www.greeneconomicsbookshop.com for further details and up to date information 
and Registration Information and the latest speaker lists and Conference Timetable 

There you will also find information about visas, calls for papers  and 
accommodation and a host of information to help you participate in the conference.  

mailto:greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com
mailto:greeneconomicsevents1@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com
http://www.greeneconomics.org.uk/
http://www.greeneconomicsbookshop.com/

